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On the Use of a Suppression
Filter for CDMA Overlay
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Abstract—This paper is concerned with a direct-sequence code-
division multiple-access (DS-CDMA) system operating over a
Rayleigh fading and sharing common spectrum with a narrow-
band waveform. A suppression filter at a receiver is employed
to reduce the narrow-band interference. We evaluate the average
up-link bit error rate (BER) performance and investigate how
the performance is influenced by various parameters, such as the
number of taps of the suppression filter, the number of multiple-
access users, the ratio of narrow-band interference bandwidth to
the spread-spectrum bandwidth, the interference power to signal
power ratio, the ratio of the offset of the interference carrier
frequency from the spread-spectrum carrier frequency to the half
spread-spectrum signal bandwidth, and so on.

Index Terms—CDMA, fading channels, narrow-band interfer-
ence suppression.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE TO THEIR well-known multiple-access capability,
antimultipath capability, and antiinterference capability,

spread-spectrum techniques have widely been studied and
applied. For example, [1]–[7] study the bit error rate (BER)
performance of code-division multiple-access (CDMA) sys-
tems over either additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channels or fading channels. CDMA allows many users to
access the channel simultaneously, similar to time-division
multiple access (TDMA) or frequency-division multiple access
(FDMA), but it does not need severe system synchronization
like TDMA or severe frequency assignments like FDMA.
Moreover, CDMA is more effective in combating multi-
path and narrow-band interference than either TDMA or
FDMA. Alternately, [8]–[13] present performance analysis of
spread-spectrum systems employing suppression filters against
narrow-band interference over AWGN channels. The suppres-
sion filter is very effective in reducing strong narrow-band
interference. In particular, a Wiener-type filter, described in
many of the papers, employs a tapped delay line structure to
first predict and then subtract out the narrow-band interference.

Reference [14] has proposed allowing a CDMA network to
be overlaid on top of existing microwave narrow-band users
that occupy a part of the spread-spectrum system bandwidth
(BW). In fact, this is another advantage of CDMA over
either TDMA or FDMA, because this will increase the overall
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spectrum capability. However, such an application must be
considered carefully, because the CDMA (wide-band) users
and the narrow-band users can interfere with one another. This
scenario is of particular interest in a CDMA cellular system,
in which a given geographical region is divided into many
small cells, where the number of cells depends on the size and
geometry of the region. Each user has a unique pseudonoise
(PN) sequence and communicates through central base-stations
with other users in the same cell or different cells. The base-
station is assumed to control the average transmission power
within its particular cell, to overcome the near/far problem.

The principal purpose of this paper is to evaluate the
BER performance of a BPSK direct sequence CDMA system
which overlays a narrow-band BPSK waveform and which
thus employs a suppression filter to reject the narrow-band
interference. We assume flat Rayleigh fading channels and,
although synchronous carrier recovery is a difficult task in a
fading environment, we assume coherent demodulation.

This paper is organized as follows: The system and channel
models are given in Section II. Section III deals with the BER
performance of CDMA system in the presence of the overlay.
This is followed by some numerical results in Section IV, and
finally conclusions are presented in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Let denote the number of active users. The transmitted
signal of the th mobile user takes the form

(1)

where and denote the transmitted power and the carrier
frequency, respectively, and are common to all users;is
the phase angle introduced by theth PSK modulator. The

th data signal is the th source information sequence
with a rate 1/ . The th square pulse of has amplitude

, taking values form with equal probability.
The spreading sequence waveform has a rate 1/ and
is modeled as a random binary sequence. Theth chip of

has amplitude and takes values from .
The autocorrelation function of is given by

.
(2)

We assume that there are chips (processing gain) of the
random sequence in each data bit . Therefore, the
spread-spectrum system bandwidth equals .
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Fig. 1. Receiver model of a DS system.

We assume that the channel between theth transmitter and
the corresponding receiver at a central station is a frequency-
nonselective Rayleigh fading channel, and is characterized by
three random variables: and which are, respec-
tively, defined as the gain, delay, and phase of theth signal
at the receiver. The gain is an independent Rayleigh random
variable with parameter for all , while
the delay , also independent for each signal, has a uniform
distribution in . Furthermore, we assume that the phase

is an independent random variable, uniformly distributed
in .

The noise at the input of the receiver is assumed to be
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with two-sided power
spectral density of /2. The interference is assumed to
be narrow-band BPSK signal and is given by

(3)

where stands for the offset of the interference carrier
frequency from the carrier frequency of CDMA signals.
and denote the received interference power and phase,
respectively. The information sequence has a bit rate 1/ ,
where denotes the duration of one bit. The autocorrelation
function of is given by (2) with replaced by

. Therefore, the interference bandwidth is
(we assume ). An important quantity is the ratio
of the interference bandwidth to the spread-spectrum system
bandwidth

(4)

Therefore, the received signal at a base station can be
represented as

(5)

where . Note that the interference
is assumed not to be fading, based on the fact that the
transmission of the narrow-band signal is approximately a
direct path from a high microwave tower (or the top of a
building) to the receiver of a high base station.

As shown in Fig. 1, the receiver model of the direct-
sequence (DS) system consists of a bandpass filter, a transver-
sal filter (suppression filter), a DS despreader, a PSK demod-
ulator, and a hard decision device. The received signal
enters a front-end ideal bandpass (BP) filter which removes

out-of-band noise. The BP filter bandwidth (BW) equals the
spread-spectrum system BW . We assume
that the CDMA signals can pass through the filter without
distortion in order to simplify the performance analysis. Also,
the received narrow-band interference can pass through the BP
filter without distortion, because the bandwidth is assumed
to be less than the BP filter bandwidth .

The BP filter output signal enters a suppression filter whose
impulse response is , where ,

, , and and stand for the numbers
of taps on the left and right sides, respectively, of the center
tap. For and , the filter is a double-sided
suppression filter, whereas for and or
and , the filter is a single-sided suppression filter. The
suppression filter uses the past and/or future values of the
BP filter output signal to predict its current value, and then
subtracts the predicted value from its current (actual) value.
The suppression filter output is given by

(6)

where is the filtered AWGN.
The suppression filter signal enters a DS despreader.

We assume that useris the reference user. The DS despreader
output signal enters a conventional coherent PSK demodulator
corresponding to user. The output of the demodulator is a
low-pass signal and gives rise to the decision variable ,
where denotes the th data bit of the reference user.

III. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The decision variable can be written as

(7)

where is the recovered carrier and is the
spreading sequence of the reference user. It is assumed that
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and without loss of generality. Since the high-
frequency terms are removed by an integrator following the
mixer of the PSK demodulator, the above expression reduces
to

(8)

where the terms on the right-hand side of (8) are described
in detail below.

is the desired signal term of the reference user at the
zeroth tap of the suppression filter and is given by

(9)

Given , the useful signal power is equal to

(10)

is an internal interference term, due to the reference
user, which is caused by the taps of the suppression filter
excluding the zeroth tap, and is given by

(11)

where it is assumed that and . is the
discrete-time aperiodic cross-correlation function (or aperiodic
autocorrelation function for ). is defined by [1]

.

(12)

It is shown in [3] that

.
(13)

Therefore, the conditional variance of is given by

(14)

Using (13), reduces to

(15)

is due to the noise of the front-end BP filter output.
Its variance is given by

(16)

is due to the narrow-band interference and is given by

(17)

The variance of equals
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(18)

where is given by

(19)

and where , and denotes
the ratio of the offset of the interference carrier frequency
to the half spread-spectrum bandwidth. signis defined as
sign or zero for or , respectively.

is the multiple-access interference term due to theth
user and is given by

(20)

where and denote two consecutive bits of theth
user, and is , mod . It is obvious that

is uniformly distributed in . and
are known as the continuous-time partial cross-correlation

functions [1], [2], defined as, respectively,

(21)

and

(22)

where is defined by (12) and stands for the integer
portion of . That is, int , or .

The variance of is given by

(23)

Consider first

(24)

where and equal int and int ,
respectively, and are uniformly distributed in
because and have uniform distributions in

. For and ,
both mod , we have ,
mod . That is, , mod . Also,

and are uniformly distributed in
, and .

Equivalently, , which
is independent of both and . Thus, when (or

), using (13), the above expression reduces to

(25)
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When (or ), (24) reduces to

(26)

When or , the same results as for
apply, and

(27)

When

(28)

Also, identical results can be obtained for
. Therefore, is given

by

(29)
where is defined to be .

A. Bit Error Rate

Collecting the above results, the decision variable ,
given by (8), consists of a useful term and a total
interference term [internal interference Gaussian noise

narrow-band interference multiple-access
interference ]. The total interference has the
conditional variance, given , of

(30)

where is given by (19).
When the number of active users is large, it is shown

in the Appendix that, according to the central-limit theorem,
given , the sum of the internal interference term ,
the narrow-band interference term , and the multiple-

access interference terms can be approximated by
a conditional Gaussian random variable. Hence, given, all
interference terms and the noise term can be combined into
a single conditional Gaussian random variable. Therefore, the
conditional signal-to-noise ratio of the decision variable
is given by

(31)

The conditional BER is given by

(32)

To obtain the average BER, we must average over the
probability density function of . That is, we must evaluate
the integral

(33)

where has a chi-square distribution, given by

(34)

where .
By numerical integration, using the expression in (33), the

average BER can be obtained. However, it is cumbersome
to evaluate the average BER from (33), because of the 2-D
numerical integration involved. An alternative is to evaluate
the average BER in closed form using an approximation
in (30). It is clearly seen from (30) that when the number
of active users is large ( ), the variance of the
internal interference term ( ) is much less than of the
total multiple-access interference term . That is,

, so that ( ) can be safely ignored
in order to obtain a simple BER analytical result. Therefore,
the variance of the total interference and noise is independent
of , and is approximated by

(35)

Given , the signal-to-noise ratio now becomes

(36)

Replacing with in (32), we carry out the
integration in (33). The result of the integration, from [15],
is given by

(37)
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where denotes the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), with
“noise” taken to be the sum of the contributions due to the
narrow-band interference, the multiple-access interference, and
the thermal noise and is given by

(38)

In (38), is the average energy-per-bit and
denotes the interference power to signal

power ratio. The accuracy of the above approximation will
be demonstrated in the next section.

B. Determination of the Suppression Filter Coefficients

The coefficients of the suppression filter can be determined
by solving the following Wiener–Hopf equations [8]:

(39)

In (39), is the autocorrelation function of the input signal
of the suppression filter and can be expressed as

(40)

where is the low-pass version of . Therefore, for
an integer, the Wiener–Hopf equations become

(41)

can be written as

(42)

where , , and are, respectively, the low-
pass versions of the DS signal, noise and interference functions
of the input signal to the suppression filter. The DS term is

given by

(43)

Since for ,
is given by (2), and further is
given by

one obtains

.
(44)

The filtered-noise term has a flat power spectral density
of with the bandwidth of . Since the autocorre-
lation function of a signal is the Fourier transform of its
power spectral density function, the low-pass version of the
autocorrelation of the noise term is given by

.
(45)

Since the base-band signal of the narrow-band interference is
a binary sequence, its autocorrelation is a triangular function.
Therefore, the low-pass version of the autocorrelation of the
narrow-band interference is given by

int
int

(46)

where int is defined as the integer part of. Therefore,
from the above, one obtains

(47)
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Fig. 2. BER comparison of the system with suppression filters using (33)
and (37).

where is defined as

int
int

(48)

where and . By replacing with
in (41), we can obtain the coefficients , and then we

can obtain the average BER performance.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, using the above analytical results, we provide
some representative numerical curves illustrating the BER
performance of the DS-CDMA system in the presence of
narrow-band interference. Unless noted otherwise, it is as-
sumed that the ratio of the offset of the interference carrier
frequency to the half spread-spectrum bandwidth , that
is, the carrier frequencies of the CDMA signals and BPSK
narrow-band signal are identical (i.e., ).

In Fig. 2, the BER of the system with a double-sided filter
is evaluated by using (33) and (37) for various numbers of
users ( ). It is seen that, as expected, (33) and (37) are very
close for . Even for , the difference between
(33) and (37) is very small, so that (37) can be considered to
be an excellent approximation to (33). Therefore, ignoring the
internal interference ( ) is reasonable.

Fig. 3 shows the BER performance of the system with a
double-sided suppression filter as a function of the signal-to-
noise ratio . Also, the BER of the system both with a
single-sided suppression filter and without a suppression filter
are plotted in order to allow for comparison. The number of
active users , the number of chips per bit ,
and the interference power-to-signal power ratio
dB. It is assumed that the two-sided filter has three taps
and is symmetric (i.e., ), and the
single-sided filter has the same number of taps (i.e.,

and , or and ).
Finally, the narrow-band interference occupies 10% ( )
of the spread-spectrum bandwidth. As expected, the BER

Fig. 3. BER performance of DS-CDMA systems with and without suppres-
sion filters.

Fig. 4. The asymptotic (Eb=No ! 1) BER performance of DS-CDMA
systems with and without suppression filters as a function of the interference
power-to-signal power ratio (J=S).

performance can be improved by using a suppression filter.
In particular, tremendous improvement can be achieved by
using a double-sided filter. The double sided filter is superior
to the single-sided filter for the same number of the total
taps because the former uses the autocorrelation function
of the narrow-band interference more efficiently than does
the latter.

Fig. 4 illustrates the asymptotic ( ) BER of
the system with double-sided filters, single-sided filters, and
without suppression filters as a function of ( ). As expected,
the BER’s of the systems with or without the suppression
filters increase as increases. When is large (i.e.,

dB) the system without a suppression filter degrades
significantly, whereas the system is much more tolerant of the
interference when the suppression filter is present.

In Fig. 5, the asymptotic BER of the system with and
without the suppression filter is shown as a function of the
ratio ( ) of the interference bandwidth to the spread-spectrum
bandwidth. The system parameters are again ,

, and dB, and the number of total taps is again
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Fig. 5. The asymptotic (Eb=No ! 1) BER of DS-CDMA systems with
and without suppression filters as a function of the ratio (p) of the interference
BW to the spread-spectrum BW.

Fig. 6. The asymptotic BER of DS-CDMA systems with double-sided sup-
pression filter as a function of number of taps on each side (M1 =M2 =M ).

three. It is seen from the figure that the CDMA system with a
double-sided filter can suppress the narrow-band interference
very well when is small, but is ineffective in suppressing
the interference when is large. On the other hand, the
BER performance of the system without a suppression filter
is almost insensitive to the value of, although it becomes
slightly better with increasing for fixed . For ,
the BER’s are the same for the systems with and without
suppression filters. This is because the autocorrelation function
of interference, , is zero for (or for

).
Fig. 6 illustrates the asymptotic BER for a double-sided

suppression filter as a function of the number of taps on each
side ( ). It is seen from the figure that the
BER decreases first when and then keeps a value
with increasing . Indeed, for (without the
suppression filter), the narrow-band interference
dB is the dominating disturbance; the bit errors are caused
by the narrow-band interference. For , the
narrow-band interference is reduced by the suppression filter,

and increasing beyond one does not noticeably reduce
the narrow-band interference, because and are
almost identical to in (48), assuming . Thus,
the suppression filter with is sufficient to reject
the interference in this case (smalland ), and more taps
than one on each side are unnecessary. Table I shows the tap
coefficients of the double-sided suppression filters for different
numbers of taps each side ( ). As shown
in Table I, for , , where represents the effect
of the narrow-band interference and represents the effect
of the multiple-access interference; in this case, the narrow-
band interference dominates. However, for , neither
nor varies very much. Therefore, we conclude that when
the carrier frequencies of the narrow-band interference and
CDMA signals are the same, the suppression filter with three
total taps is sufficient to reduce the narrow-band interference,
and increasing the number of total taps beyond three is not
necessary.

In Fig. 7, the asymptotic BER of the DS-CDMA system
with double-sided filters is plotted as a function of active users
( ) for different values of . The system parameters are

, , and . Also, the BER of the
system without the suppression filter is shown for comparison.
It is seen that, for a given BER, the system with the double-
sided filter can support many more users than can the system
without the suppression filter, especially when the is large.
When the interference is not too large (i.e., dB) the
system employing the suppression filter can support almost
the same number of users as can the system in the absence
of the interference.

Fig. 8 illustrates the BER performance of the systems with
double-sided suppression filters as a function of the ratio
( ) of the offset of the interference carrier frequency to the
half spread-spectrum bandwidth for different number of the
taps on each side. It is seen that whenis very small, the
BER’s of the system with double-sided filters for
are almost identical, as was the case in Fig. 6. However, the
BER performance improves as increases when increases,
and the BER for large is also more robust to a change
in . Furthermore, when is very large (i.e., %),
the suppression filter is unnecessary. Also, for , the
BER’s of the systems with the double-sided suppression filter
( ) and without the suppression filter are almost
identical, because the low-pass version of the autocorrelation
of the interference is zero, (i.e., for ), so
that all off-center tap coefficients are zero.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The BER performance of a DS-CDMA system operating
over a Rayleigh fading channel, overlaying a narrow-band
BPSK waveform, and employing a suppression filter in the
receiver, has been evaluated. From the numerical results the
following conclusions can be drawn.

1) A large improvement in BER can be achieved by us-
ing double-sided suppression filters. The double-sided
suppression filter is superior to the single-sided suppres-
sion filter for the same number of total taps because
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TABLE I
(K = 10, N = 255, p = 0:1, Eb=No ! 1, J=S = 20 dB)

Fig. 7. The asymptotic BER of DS-CDMA systems with and without
double-sided filters as a function of the number of active users (K).

the double-sided suppression filter is more effective in
using the autocorrelation function of the narrow-band
interference in order to predict and subtract out that
interference.

2) When the ratio () of the interference carrier frequency
to half of the spread-spectrum bandwidth is very small,
that is, when the interference carrier frequency is very
close to the spread-spectrum carrier frequency, the sup-
pression filter with three total taps is sufficient to reduce
the narrow-band interference and increasing the number
of total taps beyond three is not necessary. However,
spread-spectrum systems with a large number of taps
(i.e., ) is preferable when the ratio is
large. Further, when the ratiois greater than 90%, the
suppression filter is not useful.

Fig. 8. The asymptotic BER of the system with double-sided filters as a
function of the ratio (q) of the interference carrier frequency to the half
spread-spectrum BW.

3) When a suppression filter is used, the internal interfer-
ence, ( ), which is caused by the reference user signal,
can be neglected in order to obtain a simple analytical
BER result.

APPENDIX

DERIVATION OF THE GAUSSIAN APPROXIMATION

FOR ALL INTERFERENCETERMS

The random variable due to all interference terms is equal to

(A1)
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where , , and , are the
internal interference, narrow-band interference, and multiple-
access interference terms, respectively, and where is
defined as for and is defined as
for . Note that from (11), (17), and (20), all
interference terms are functions of the . However, that
binary sequence is multiplied by , , in ,
and multiplied by in . Since
each term of each random binary sequence is an i.i.d. binary
random variable, and since all data sequences, time delays
and carrier phases are mutually independent, it follows that all

interference terms are statistically independent. Further,
the statistics (i.e., the moments) of these random variables are
finite. Hence, if we define

(A2)

and

(A3)

then, from the Liapunoff version of the central-limit theorem
[16], the condition for asymptotic normality can be expressed
in terms of the variable

(A4)

In particular, since

is finite, when , we have

(A5)

Therefore, given , the sum of all the interference terms,
, can be approximated by a conditional Gaussian random

variable.
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